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From the Editor
We’ve just come through a busy part of the year with numerous activities compressed in to a
short period of time. Many of us took advantage of social events hosted by our Chapter and
these are covered in this newsletter. There was the Christmas and Awards Banquet evening, a
fun time in town. Then the New Year’s Day run got us off on the right track. And the first Sunday run of the year, held on our usual second Sunday after the first Tuesday!
Now we’ve got a new year for members to participate in the meetings and activities. It’s certainly not too early to think about involvement in the big and very important Swap Meet weekend. In fact, members will be contacted to volunteer for the Saturday setup and Sunday June 23
meet. This Swap Meet provides the revenue base that subsidizes all activities, starting with the
membership fee and going right through the year to the Christmas banquet.
This is your newsletter and having your stories to share with others would improve this product.
You don’t have to write the articles, just provide the story line and some facts, with pictures always welcomed. Call or email me with your stories, comments and pictures. It would be great to
have your material added to this newsletter, perhaps in a new Chapter Chatter section!
I’ve just returned, along with John King, from a meeting at Heritage Acres where we were provided with an overview of the most successful ever Christmas in the Village. Almost 1,000 carloads of people came to visit and totally enjoy the six nights of illumination, train rides, Santa
and seasonal refreshments. This is the major fund-raiser for the Historical Society and a special
thank you to our members who volunteered to decorate our designated three buildings and to be
there on the opening Friday evening for the admission gate and parking control.

Membership Social - Tuesday, December 4, 2012
True to tradition, our membership social that is an important part of the
December regular meeting brought improved attendance to that meeting.
President Paul thanked all of the
members who contributed to organize
our many functions and then it was to
the delicious refreshments that had
been brought together by Jane Thomas, with the assistance of Joan Huddleston, Rita Green and Lorna Steer.
This is always a great social evening
and being social is a big part of our
Chapter.

New Year’s Day run - A perfect start to the year
New Year’s Day weather seemed very promising early morning but then our annual drive
on this day isn’t until the early afternoon. However this is where the I-told-you-so attitude
kicks in because the day was very promising and by an almost accurate count we had at
least 77 people present for the start of our run. Brent Morrison had arranged the route and
provided the run sheet along with a few helpful comments. One hour and fifteen minutes
and 22 miles later we were at our refreshment facility. Thanks Paul and Liz Taylor for
bringing together the goodies and to McCall Brothers for the venue.
Our route took us through some new roads and true to tradition for this day we had the leisurely drive along the waterfront Beach Drive. And with the great weather there were
many cyclists sharing the road with us and people out walking, all enjoying a January 1
that can be offered on our coast.
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Not Another Starfire Story…by Jamie Cox
It all started with a “rough idle'' problem on the way home from visiting friends in Los Angeles, Ca. We had driven down, putting on 1500 miles, now it was “going home time”.
As long as we drove highway speeds of 60-65 mph, the classic ' 63 Oldsmobile seemed to run
fine, but when we had a gas stop, it would hardly idle and often stalled. We quickly learned
to kick it into Neutral and keep the RPM’s around 1200.
Shortly after returning home we then went to the local Lordco and purchased new plugs,
wires, distributor cap, rotor, fuel filter, points & condenser so our mechanic would have all
he needed to solve the problem.
This local garage had worked on this car before, so we felt there would be short work in finding a cure. Besides, the shop manual stated some key solutions for such problems: vacuum
leak, carburetor, engine valves, ignition system, fuel line and choke. None of these ''tune-up
items'' had ever been changed or checked since the car was ''restored'' 21 years ago thus, we
felt good about a prompt solution.
.
Working all day on the car, installing these new items and even doing a compression test
( 130 to 150 lbs ) did not seem to solve the problem. Our immediate thinking at this
time was to a carburetor issue, so we organized getting a rebuilt from Don Monroe in Tacoma, via FED-EX. When it arrived the following week the garage took off the original
and soon realized the rebuilt wasn’t a match. We decided to find a local shop but there
was
no one on the Island that could do a Rochester 4GC rebuild. We then called
“TheFlatHeadShop'' in Vancouver area. They said, “No Problem”, put it on the Greyhound
bus to us, we will tank it and rebuild it for you”. We had 2 carb kits in our stash of Oldsmobile parts so we sent those along.
The rebuild on the original carburetor was completed, however during installation it was
found the old inlet fitting would not seal as the threads were too short. A lot of effort was required to solve the fuel leak and we’ll leave that story for another newsletter.
The car was running again, but it had a 'miss' under load on the road test.
They played
with it some more & decided to change the coil. That appeared to help but we still had that
'miss' and a rough idle. After another day of trying to fix the problem and getting nowhere,
we took the car home. It was very discouraging.
We had several areas of advice on what to try, with a key one being to ''put the car on an old
fashioned diagnostic scope'' so that you can observe the whole engine working. The following
week, we found another local garage that had a Scope and a Dwell meter, so we booked a
day to go in. On the way to this 2nd garage, the car bucked, jerked and would hardly run
plus there was still the concern of fuel leakage from the inlet. We tried to be positive and
the car was left at the shop with renewed hope of finding a solution.
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The owner at our garage #2 soon called to say that when he started the car, he felt immediately it was an ignition problem so he disconnected the wire to the alternator and the
car ran better. He then measured the voltage at the coil and it read 16 volts. The book
stated this should be 13 volts, so something was not right. He checked the voltage regulator, changed it and then measured the coil again and got 13 volts. The car was running better, but not perfect yet. In checking, they found that this car was missing the resistance wire to the coil. It was getting 13 volts constantly to the coil instead of less voltage once the car was started. With the 16 volts previously in play, the coil was being ''
burnt up'' over time. That explained why it ran worse after installing all new components. The coil on these cars is typically used with an external resistor in the ignition coil
circuit. We did not have one. He changed the new coil for another coil that did not need
an external resistor. All worked well now.
Next the car was back on the scope. The scope monitor read quite differently from each
coil tested and the latest coil that did not need a resistor in the circuit. Once this was in
place, the Dwell was set to 30 from 26.deg and also the timing was adjusted to 2 deg
BTDC from 7 degrees. After fine tuning the fast idle and the rich / lean jets of the carburetor, the road test was excellent, no more miss! The car was left outside to cool down for
several hours and then started for another test. The choke and fast idle worked perfectly,
it kicked down OK and ran well on the road test. We gladly paid the bill and drove home
in what felt like a ''new car''.

Lessons learned: The issue of the rough idle was obviously caused by several
factors, not just a single problem. There was the dirty carburetor, the faulty
coil and also the lack of a resistor in the wiring harness circuit as set-up
from the initial restoration work 21 years ago.
We realized now this was a recurring problem as when we first purchased
the car, the alternator wire was burnt off and we had to replace the voltage
regulator…this was only 2.5 years and 6000 miles ago. We hope this recent
work has now corrected the engine electrical system and we can have trouble
free driving.
NOTE: IF we had a voltage gauge on the dash instead of a '' red light’’ we
would have noticed it was reading 16 volts instead of 13 volts. We do have
this set-up on our other '63 Starfire and monitor the voltage, oil pressure
and engine temperature.
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The Tour Home From The Tour - Paul Taylor
In our August-September 2012 issue the “official” Red Carpet Tour was covered by an article
and picture. This is the additional tour, aptly titled and again written by Paul Taylor.
This tradition was started many years ago by Pete & Terry and Paul & Liz. We figured
once you have paid your ferry fares and cleared Customs, why hurry home? Make a bit of
a holiday out of it!
Our tour home started Sunday afternoon with a late luncheon at the Chuckanut Manor
Restaurant. For those who are on Facebook, check out their Facebook page. One of the
owners came out to see the cars, took some pictures and posted one on their page with a
notation about our visit. We had a wonderful and leisurely meal there – at 3:00 p.m. we
were just about the only patrons in the place.
After lunch, we drove a back roads route to Oak Harbor and checked into the Auld Holland
Inn for the night. Next morning, there was a continental breakfast at the motel, and we
then headed for Coupeville to wander around this quaint little seaside village while stalling for time until our ferry sailing at 11:00 a.m. to Port Townsend. Once in Port Townsend, we visited Robin Bergstrom’s Garage to see what’s “new”. Some of us went to Nifty
Fifties Diner for lunch. Then we headed for Sequim for our last night on the Tour. A relaxing dinner at the Three Crabs Seafood Restaurant down at Dungeness Spit rounded out
our day.
Tuesday morning started with a full sized breakfast at the Quality Inn. Waffles, eggs and
bacon, cereal, fruit, toast and that American favourite: Biscuits and Gravy! Then we
headed for Port Angeles, and we stopped at Swain’s General Store to wander around the
Capital Iron-type store. Then it was a 20 mile drive West out to Lake Crescent Lodge for
some R&R and another terrific luncheon in an old heritage setting in the Lodge by the
Lake.
Finally, we drove back to town, did some last minute shopping and checked in at the Coho
Terminal. For some of us, a bowl of ice cream capped off the final act of a great 6-day tour
with our friends. We cannot wait until next year when we are able to do it all over again!
Note: This year the 60th anniversary tour is scheduled for July 11-14, and will be in the
Olympic Peninsula area.
Late
luncheon
stop at
Chukanut
Manor
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Christmas and Awards Banquet
A royal banquet for sure, with a good group of guests and a queenly start for a great evening of food, entertainment, and awards.
Our evening proceeded with all guests standing as the “queen” regally entered the room
and she then preceded to entertain us with her tasty tidbits of joviality. Grace given by
Tom Fisher followed this injection of humour. Then it was a somewhat orderly transition
to the buffet tables for a tasty selection of salad bar and a superb selection of hot entrees, with roast beef sliced by a chef. Then if all of that wasn’t enough there was the
overflowing desert table.
Entertainment by Bernie and Red (she resembled the queen!) was a great complement to
the evening. They provided a very polished selection of songs, full blown humour and
lively involvement by the guests. There was plenty of laughter during this part of the
evening.
Then it was on to our Chapter awards, with Gordie Thomas leading off in presenting
awards for Preservation and Restoration. Preservation Awards went to Les Vivian, having completed 10 years of work on his 1939 Buick Century convertible, to Mike May for
his 1958 Willy’s CJ5 and to John King for his 1947 Buick Super convertible. Congratulations guys for this dedicated work on your vehicles.
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As our Tour Co-ordinator, Pete Seward kept the record of member participation at all of
our monthly Sunday runs and special tour activities. For 2012 there were 12 Chapter
runs for members to participate. Richard Johnson attended all 12 events and he took
home the trophy that will be with him for the year and he received a keeper trophy.
Five memberships enjoyed 11 runs and 15 came out to 6 or more tours.
Jane Thomas carried out her Membership chair responsibilities by presenting service
pins. Five year pins went to Jamie & Sherrill Cox, Blane & Joan McIntosh, Ten years
for Gordie & Maggie Dougan, James & Barb Kitchener, Rick Jones, Rob & Josie Hill,
Barry & Joanna Whiting, now at fifteen years are Bill & Lois Bouchard, Ian Baird, 25
years to Dave & Ingelise Pollock, 30 years to Norm & Ettie Scott, 35 years for Bill & Joy
Cassidy, and proudly receiving a 40 year pin was Don & Dolores Stevens.
Our Robert Lawrence Memorial Trophy for most valuable member is voted on by members and held in secrecy until our presentation at this banquet. The recipient of the
Robert Lawrence Memorial Trophy for 2012 is Karen Hilder. President Paul Taylor
made the presentation of this award and Karen was totally surprised and very pleased
when she accepted the trophy and the keeper plaque.
The evening was completed as all guests took home a beautiful white poinsettia.
Thanks Joan for bringing us together and also to Jane for selling tickets at our meetings.
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Chapter Awards - at December banquet
Karen Hilder is
presented the
Valuable Member,
Robert Lawrence
Memorial Trophy by
Paul Taylor

Pete Seward is
checking out the
trophy for best tour
attendance before
presentation to
Richard Johnson

Two of the three award vehicles, with
John King’s ‘47 Buick Super convertible
and Les Vivian’s ‘39 Buick Century

Mike May with his restored 1958
Willy’s CJ5
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Tommy Seward and the mail.
Reproduced from the Sooke News Mirror
While Tommy Seward may not have had to
deal with the full quote; “Come …. or high
water, the mail must go through,” he did
have to deal with snow and high water.
Nowadays when we stop at the stand of boxes
along the street or go to the Sooke Post Office, it’s easy to take the convenience for
granted. It was not always so. From Michael
Muir carrying the mail bag from Victoria on
horseback in 1872, to the horse stages of men
Seward’s mail truck on summit of Sooke Rd. c1936
like Henry Clark of Otter Point, delivery advanced to carriers like Tommy Seward, who used motor vehicles to deliver the mail west
of Victoria as far as Jordan River.
It was called Rural Route 2, Victoria, B.C. or RMD 2. The householder’s name on the envelope, with the address as described here, was enough to get your mail deposited into
the silver box that stood on a solitary post along the roadside, the householder’s name
stencilled in black. No one ever heard of stealing rural mail in those days.
Tommy Seward, born in Victoria in 1907, was still a child when his family moved to
Metchosin, and along with sister Peggy, attended classes at both Metchosin and North
Sooke School. When he got the mail contract in the early 1930s, which he continued up to
1946, he used a series of vehicles, the 1928 Dodge panel shown here in winter 1936, and
later a ’36 Reo Speedwagon.
To my knowledge, snowploughs were not available on Sooke Road in those years. It was
every man for himself, with a shovel, axe and chains generally part of the winter gear.
The dedication of these early mail carriers was demonstrated when they spent hours
clearing a route, and it might be nightfall before the last envelope, catalogue or package
was safely in its mailbox.
Not that it snowed all the time, but cold temperatures and snow were more frequent than
today.
One of my early memories is of going for a walk down Parklands Road, when I was about
eight years old, to enjoy the snowy scene and admire the heavily snow laden fir branches.
When I reached the main road, there was Tommy Seward navigating through the snow in
his flashy roadster, a 1922 Wills Sainte Clair, with his wife Betty helping him with the
mail.
It was Christmas Day, but the mail got through!
Elida Peers, Historian, Sooke Region Museum
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Chapter Happenings
Meetings - Tuesday February 5 and Tuesday March 5
Sunday runs - Sunday February 17 and Sunday March 17
Membership dues are payable, $50 to Jane Thomas. Dues and Membership
form to be completed before February 28 to ensure your listing in the National

Sunday in January
For a car run in January the weather for this winter day was perfect. Cool, bordering on cold
but warm in the car. The stats read 17 members in 12 vintage cars and 26 people total. The
drive was 26 miles on the vintage vehicles or 42 km on the newer cars.
The route got us to and then over the Highlights, then turning left from Sparton to West
Saanich and the sharp turn to Old West Saanich returning to Sparton Rd for Tia’s Heritage
Café. Our group was a perfect size for occupying 2/3 of the café. And for me the apple/peach
pie was a perfect ten!
In our car Lois and I were treated to Mike May, as he came on the drive with us. Mike entertained and informed us on some history of car dealers in Victoria and Newell Morrison was a
big part of that story.
Thanks Pete for the effort you took in putting this tour together, for testing the route, the run
sheets and the location for our afternoon treat. A great afternoon for those who participated
and a bad football
afternoon for those
who missed the
Our Highland
run.
Twist run on a
beautiful midJanuary
afternoon.
Tatlow’s ‘48 Dodge

Our next run is
Sunday February
17.

in front of our
photographer
Richard Johnson.
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